Latest innovations

Our researchers make research and development the main driver of growth and the leading force for innovation within the ArcelorMittal group. Here are some of the latest innovations we developed:

**S-in motion®** allows a weight saving potential of almost 20 percent for a typical front seat for a C-segment passenger vehicle.

**IRYSA®** is a unique and original coating presenting iridescent aspects with spectacular aesthetic effects.

ArcelorMittal extends its 4.0 transformation with the launch of **ArcelorMittal Rail Tool App** in continuation of the permanent evolution in the rail sector.

The **0.18 mm steel beverage can** will bring a minimum 15% weight reduction for both standard and sleek 33 cl formats.

**Building Information Modelling (BIM)** objects for CAD software simplify tasks of architects and design engineers, and contribute to smoother interactions between all the stakeholders.